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Parking appears to be· under control
A temporary lot opens up to 1,000 spaces
by Joelle Subourne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Though complaints have been heard campus- majoring in finance, noted the first week of the
wide about the lack of available student parking semester is "always bad as far as parking goes,
spaces, the Parking and Traffic department but this semester seems even worse than usual."
said, so far,campus parking troubles are under
Although the new spaces have been added by
control.
the fieldhouse, UCF's approximately 1,400 new
"From our observations, [the parking situ- students are competing with returning students
ation] has gone rather well," said Ina Carpenter, for the already existing spaces as well as these
new spots.
parking and traffic manager.
This may make it seem like
"I think we've had [fewer]
"From our obser- there
are actually fewer spots
complaints and problems than in
than
before.
vations, [the parkpast fall semesters."
Carpenter said her departCarpenter said one reason for ing situation] has
ment
tried to help parking spot
the lack of parking hassles on their
last week in two ways.
seekers
gone
rather
well."
part may be due to the addition of
Members of the Parking and
the temporary lot or open mall
• Ina Carpenter Traffic department directed trafparking by the under-construction
Parking and Traffic fic to lots with available spaces.
fieldhouse.
Manager
Also, signs saying "Lot Full"
This lot alone can accommodate
were
posted to save students the
900 to 1,000 cars.
time
it
takes
to
circle
around a lot searching for
However, this parking lot is too far from most
campus buildings to be worth the walk, accord- a space. One such sign was posted at an entrance
to Lot 400, the temporary lot behind the book
ing to some UCF students.
One student said he circles through closer lots store mall.
Carpenter said illegal parking has not been a
trying to find a parking space and ends up giving
up the search to head for parking in the field- large problem this semester so far, but yellow
caution ribbon was placed around some areas,
house mall lot.
"It takes about 10 minutes to walk from that such as the median of Central Florida Boulelot onto campus," Tom Gibbons, a pre-med ma- vard, to deter desperate students from parking
there.
jor, said.
"We won't be leaving it there for the whole
Gibbons added that if he had a bicycle, he
would definitely ride it to campus instead of semester, but right now we want to deter peoplb
driving.
from par~ng on the grass in the median," CarAnother student, Crystal St. Julien, a senior penter said.
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Sometimes there just isn't a space. A pizza delivery truck finds a
convenient spot near the Commons and Brevard Hall.

Student senate confirms
four of Laing's nominees
Anderson and Staneszewski were both confirmed with little comment from the senate.
Lipton told the senate he would not let fraterThe student senate confirmed all but one of nity ties prevent him from doing his job and said
the student body president's election commis- he would punish any fraternity brother he knew
sion nominees Thursday, four days prior to the had violated the election statutes.
The senate held up Moore's confirmation for
fall senate campaign.
Two new commissioners, Lee Lipton and one week because of senators' objections to his
Adam Smith, were both confirmed unani- confirmation to the positionwithout an interview by the Elections and Appointments
mously.
Chief Election Commissioner Diana Sta- Committee (E&A).
Committee Vice Chairman Steve Bywater,
neszewski was unanimously reconfirmed to
that post, and Commissioner Doug Anderson the o:::ilymember of the committee at Thursday's
senate meeting, suspended senate rules to bring
was promoted to assistant chief.
However, the senate delayed confirmation up all the prospective commissioners.
Sen. Shawn Aaron, a former election commisof Mike Moore, SG President Jeff Laing's
choice for Brevard campus election commissee SENATE page 3
sioner.
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Tenure for UCF teachers is not a
big problem; they must be assets

•

·by David Bolender
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jim Ferguaon/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FLYING HIGH
Eric Norr of the Spin Men works some acrobatics into his
show Saturday at an Alpha.Tau Omega party at the UCF pool.

Although tenure represents a threat to the
continuing employment of professors on college campuses, it seems it is not a substantial
problem at UCF.
According to Dr. Frank Juge, associate vice
president of Academic Affairs, two professors
were denied tenure in 1988, one in 1989, and
none were denied tenure in 1990.
According to UCF ~rovost . Richard Astro, a

professor is denied tenure if the professor fails to
live up to expectations.
"Essentially, you have to prove to the university that you are a viable asset," Astro said. ·
Tenure involves a thorough review of a
professor's complete record of work, items published, departmental considerations and critiques of performance.
"Everything is taken into consideration,"
Astro said. "Everything."

see TENURE page 5
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UCF enrollment is expected to reach 21,500
More transfers and film program contribute to the rise .by Mary Watkins

"'

STAFF REPORTER

As UCF's campus expands each
year, UCF also gains more students
and faculty.
University Registrar John Bush
said UCF enrollment at the beginning
of its 23rd year of classes totalled
19,736 following advanced registration
for the fall.
Bush said this was 1,370 more students than last year at this time, a 91/
2 percent increase.This semester's increase is the fifth largest increase in
the university's history.
Dr. Daniel Coleman of Administration and Finance said 20,084 students
attended UCF last year. This year he
said he expects 21,500 students to attend.
This 1,500 student increase is equal
to the total enrollment at the university in UCF's first year of operation in
1968. At that time, the-university was
known as Florida Technological University.
But Coleman said accurate figures
can not be obtained until drop/add
ends.
Bush said more students transferred to UCFfrom community colleges
this year than last year.
He said enrollment for transfer stu-

dents increased about 20 percent.
This year's freshman, first-time-incollege class numbers an estimated
1,350 students.
Another factor causing the enrollment increase is the new film program.
Accordingto the School of Communications, the film program accepts 30 students per year.
According to an article written in the
UCF Report, the total number ofminority students rose from 2,457 to 2, 775. '
"The percentage of African-American
students rose to nearly 3. 7 percent,
while the percentage of Hispanic students jumped nearly a point, to almost
6 percent," the Report added.
To handle the overall increase of students in all departments, many have
hired new employees.
According to the Add/Delete Report
from the personnel office, UCFfilled an
additional 95 faculty and staff positions on campus.
The growth in the overall student
population at UCF necessitated the
addition of over two dozen new faculty
positions. A personnel clerk said they
are still signing in teachers for the fall
semester.
The number of African-American
Mike Pohl.CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
teaching faculty more than doubled
over the past year, according to the ... And the registration nightmare continues. This student is one of many waiting in
UCFReport.
line to clear holds on their records before they can register for classes.

Foul play suspected in rapid
disappearance of The Future
Pohl said he found about 30 issues in the
recycling bin behind the library, and 25
issues behind a bookcase in the Biology
Building.
"We put a lot of work into each issue and
At approximately 3:35 a.m. Tuesday,
Scott Beaman distributed 9,000 issues of people just throw it away," Carte said.
The Central Florida Future to newspaper Carte said she also suspects the papers
bins across campus. But within 24 hours, all were stolen because a similar incident occurred during the spring semester in 1989.
of them had disappeared.
CFF Editor in ChiefJamie Carte said she According to Carte, about 2,000 papers
suspects foul play. Carte said all newspaper were stolen in March 1989 after a story
bins were empty by 7 a.m. Wednesday. about former student body President DenCarte said she received numerous calls from ver Stutler, who was charged with DUI.
Carte reported the incident to UCF Postudents and faculty asking what happened
to all of the newspapers.
lice.
Sergeant Sandra McClendon said police
CFF Photo Editor Mike Pohl said in his
three years at UCF, he has never seen all the will investigate.
papers disappear like that. Pohl said he
see STOLEN page 5
thinks the papers were stolen.
by Mary Watkins

)
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• LIBRARY CLASS
The UCF Library will offer a
one-hour class to familiarize
transfer students with library
resources and services.
The class will be repeated
ten times between Sept. 4 and
Sept. 11.
Morning, afternoon and
evening classes are available
to students.
Interested students should
sign up at the reference desk
on the second floor.

')

resentatives can earn a certificate of professional management by attending a series of
workshops beginning Wednesday at UCF.
The courses, offered
through the center for executive development in the College of Business Administration, include leadership, marketing, finance, personal management, strategic planning
and decision-making stimulation to provide a broad overview of the principals of man• LEXIS PREVIEW
agement. UCF faculty will
The UCFLibrarywilloffera lead eight different one-day
demonstration of their LEXIS . sessions, scheduled every
computer system for faculty other Wednesday.
members from 10 a.m. until
Call 275-2446 for informanoon Thursday in Room 235A tion and registration.
of the library.
The LEXIS service is a • VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Winter Park Memorial
computer-assisted research
service offering access to legal Hospital Volunteer Services
Department is looking for carsources.
Limited space is available, ing individuals 18 and over to
fill senior volunteer positions.
so R.S.V.P.s are required.
There are more than 40
The preview is open to facareas of the hospital where
ulty members only.
volunteer opportunities are
available, in everything from
• WORKSHOP SERIES
Manager, manager train- patient and visitor assistance
ees, technicians and sales rep- to gift shop and staff support.

Only three hours per week
are required to be a part of the
effort, but many Winter Park
Memorial Hospital volunteers
put in much additional time.
To become a volunteer, call
the Volunteer Services Department at 646-7090 for an
interview.
• AIRLINE DISCOUNT
Trans World Airlines, Inc. is
offering the TWA Getaway
Student Discount Card for
students who need to travel
during the upcoming school
year.
Full time high school or college students between the ages
ofl 6 and 26 are eligible for the
card. The discount card can be
purchased for $15 for one year
and $25 for two years.
The card entitles students
to a 10 percent discount off any
published fare, including
TWA's discounted domestic
and international economy
fares.
Students who enroll in the
program will automatically
become members of the Frequent Flight Bonus Program
and have 3,000 miles awarded

SENATE
FROM PAGE 1

sioner, said the senate should
not confirm anyone just because ofthe upcoming election.
"We're not doing our job,"
Aaron said. "We need to pick
people we can trust."
Aaron also said two
commissioners he worked
with were "real boneheads."
Aaron did not specify to
whom he was referring.
President Pro Tern David
Mann said he trusts the judgment of Brevard campus SG
Coordinator David Striby, who
nominated Moore.
"Let's just be brutally honest," Mann said. "We've got to
get this done. The election
process [started] Monday ."
"Let's go ahead and confirm

to them if they fly TWA within
90 days of joining.
Students interested in the
program should visit a travel
agent or write to TWA ~t
a way Student Discount Program, P. 0. Box 6000, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.
TWA and its commuter affiliates offer flights to more
than 125 cities throughout
North America, Europe, the
Middle East and Africa.
•DROPOUT RATES
CPS-One of four Americans
drop out of high school, but
"about half of them eventually
return to some kind of classroom and complete their studies," contended Michael
McLaughlin Aug.13 in a study
for the conservative Heritage
Foundation.
The report said the widely
reported "dropout crisis" is
"greatly exaggerated," resulting from the inconsistencies in
how different states report
their dropout rates.
"In truth," McLaughlin
said, "this is not the dropout
rate at all. It merely is the rate
of those not graduating 'on

[Moore] on faith," Mann said.
Mann later said Striby
would not nominate someone
who he did not think could do
the job.
Striby could not be reached
for comment by press time.
"We've got to find out for
ourselves," Sen. Scott Bowen
said.
SG Vice President Jason
DiBona called the open
commission seats a crisis situation.
The fall senate campaign
started Monday with petition
for candidacy.
Petitions must be turned in
at the time of declaration of
candidacy.
Candidates must declare
what seat they intend to run
for next week.
Senate elections will be held
Sept.18-19.

time.'"
•NET 10 GROUP FORMS
CPS-Citing ethical concerns
about former University of
Iowa student body President
Pepe Rojas-Cardona, student
leaders at all of the Big Ten
schools except Northwestern
University and the University
of Michigan quit the fledgling
Big Ten Student Association
(BTSA), which Rojas-Cardona
founded, the.last week of July,
and formed a new group called
Net 10.
Iowa state auditors found
Rojas-Cardona had used student funds for alcohol and
personal travel, for a $100
meal, and for renting a Cadillac.
The BTSA defectors also
cited Rojas-Cardona's plans to
get the BTSA to collect
commissions for gathering
student credit card applications for a bank, saying the.
fundraising tactic would divert the group, founded last
January, from its efforts to
exchange information about
campus and student government issues.
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·AA degrees may
benefit students
just out of school
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Students with two-year college degrees may earn more
money initially than their
counterparts with four-year
bachelor's degrees, a University of Florida study released
in mid-August maintained.
Job-placement ~ounselors
at community colleges were
not surprised by the finding.
"I wouldn't be surprised
that associate degree holders
earn more the first three-tofive years [after graduation]"
than bachelor's degree holders, said Bernard Fils-Aime,
placement director at MiamiDade Community College.
The study, done by University of Florida doctoral candidate Bruce Judd, compared
the wages of 2,810 workers
eight years after earning their
Associate of Arts degrees from
five Florida community colleges to graduates of
bachelor's degrees.
In five of eight employment
categories, people with associate degrees earned about the
same or more money as

Pl SIGMA EPSILON
The Professional

Org~nization

•

•

•

bachelor's degree holders.
Fils-Aime attributes the
higher salaries to a profusion
of technical fields for which
high school graduates are
underqua)ified for the position
and four-year college graduates are overqualified.
"That may translate into
higher salaries [for two year
degree holders]," Fils-Aime
said.
The study found that associate degree holders did it better
than bachelor's holders in
communication and public
administration jobs.
"That surprises me," said
Bonnie Sieften of the career
services office at Nebraska's
Wayne State College.
"What kind of associate
degree would you get in public
administration?" she added.
Sieften and Fils-Aime
agreed that a degree from a
two-year college only goes so

PSE RUSH WEEK:

-

August 27 - 31
In front of CEBA II
Come by and see what we're all
about!
Get yourself a FREE bottle
opener key chain while they last!

II
0

E

far.
"After five years (the salary
discrepancy) reverses," FilsAime said.
"People who are ambitious
will look to finish their degrees," he said.

PSE ORIENTATION
NIGHT:
September 5, 1990
University Dining Room
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Listen to the advantages of being
in a business organization from
key note speakers.
This is your time to get the facts
you need about Pi Sigma Epsilon.

PSE Opens Doors to Your Future

- EXERCISE YOBR FREEDOM OF SPEECij.
·--.· ·-
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.
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· · We want your.opinion.:
~:·: The Future's opinion section isa forum to
·.
voice your concerns and gripes.
Write a letter or commentary.
Get involved.

PHILLY JOE'S
CAFE & NIGHTCLUB
NEXT TO GOODING 'S
AT THE CORNER OF
UN/VERS!1Y & GOLDENROD RD.
IN THE UN/GOLD SHOPPING CENTE.R

657-1302
CHECK YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD FOR SPEOIALS

The Newest Place to Party in Winter Park.

•

DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 11 A.M.-7 P.M.; Sunday 12 P.M.-7 P.M.
•Billiards• Darts• Arcade• Food• Atmosphere•
• 1 Oft. big screen TV
MONDAY•
&
TUESDAY•
NITES

"WAX HOUSE" DANCE MUSIC by ADAM DAZE
$3.00 at the door.
50¢ Draft from 8:30 P.M. -1:30 A.M.

*Tues. and Wed. nights are UCF night
WEDNESDAY"'
NITE

THURSDAY*
HITE ·
FRIDAY•
NITE

Come try
it today.
HP calculators the best for your success

SATURDAY•
HITE
Come try it today.
• This oUer is good on purchases made
between August 15, 1990 and
October 15, 1990. Ask for HP's
"Limited lime only" coupon .

We also stock all other Hewlett Packard calculators,
supplies & accessories as well as Hewlett Packard
laser toner cartridges.

F6pa. HEWLETT

~/:.a PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
~ Calculator & Computer s:,~'b\.

.i :ll·

2916 Corrinc ,Drive
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'TOP 40" LADIES NITE - FREE DRAFT FOR LADIES
Listen & Dance to today's Hottest Tunes OR bring your own and we'll
play it for you.
8:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.M. $6.00 for Guys.

1

*

•
•

ROCK 'N ROLL•nd $1.50 BUD LOHGNECKS
8:30 P.M. til J.:30 A.M.

•
ROCK 'N ROLL •nd $1.50 Cocktails and $1.75 "Helnles"
8:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.M.
ROCK 'N ROLL and $1.00 Shooters and $4.00 Pitchers
8:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.M.
LAZY DAY AND 2 FOR 1 TROPICAL DRINKS
Listen aml Dance to our library of Carribean Sounds or bring your own
and we'll play it for you from 12:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M;

SUNDAY•
HITE

•

MOR~ ·\.AZINE88111 and $1.50 Wine Coolers and $1.00 Glass of Wine ·
· We'll play our hearts out to you with the latest in · JAZZ; RYTHM
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TENURE
FROM PAGE 1
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MY BLUE HEAVEN·PG·13 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05 (no passes)
MEN AT WORK-PG-13 2:10-4:10-6:10-8:10-10:10
DARKMAN-R 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 (no passes)
AIR AMERICAN-A 2:15-4:30-7:00-9:40 (no passes)
FLATLINERS-R 2:20-4:40-7:20-9:50
GHOST-PG131 :55-4:30-7:15-9:45 (no passes)
PRESUMED INNOCENT-A 2:05-4:45-7:20-9:50 (no passes)

ACROSS FROM UCF!
UNIVERSITY BLVD. AT ALAFAYA TRAIL
CALL 82-DRAGN (823- 7246)
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This semester, take some electives
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you live.
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for you, or to get the best value
in long distance service, call us.
They just might be the most profitable electives you'll ever take.

Keep your
roommates
in line.

1800 654-0471 Ext.1230

A1&T. Helping make

college life a little easier.
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• 11lis service may not be :rvallable In residence halls on your campus.
'" Oisrount applies ID out-of·slate calls direct-dialed 5-10 pm, Sunday- Friday.
IC> 1990Ar&T
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The right choice.

Occurring on the fifth year
after initial employment, tenure often "causes a certain
amount of anxiety," Astro said.
Upon recommendation
from the president of a university, the Florida Board of Regents decides if tenure will or
will not be granted.
Tenure usually isn't
granted if a professor's teaching and research factors are
weak, with emphasis on the
teaching aspect.
"If a person has a record of
being a poor teacher, that person won't be granted tenure,"
Juge said.
If tenure is granted, the
assistant professor is promoted, usually to associate
professor. There have been
instances of promotion directly to full professor, but
they are rare.
If tenure is denied, the professor is given one more year to
t each an d.1s then requested t o
1
Th
·
eave.
e extra year permits
the teacher to search for another job.
Professors are advised during the tenure decision-making process to allow the professors the option of withdrawing
from the process if feedback is
subnormal
The tenure process is strict
to ensure that every student
receives the best education
possible. But the possibility of
a professor going downhill after receiving tenure does exist.
"If we give this person tenure,
are they going to be a deadbeat
five years from now?" Astro
asked.
"The two questions are
'How good ofa scholar are you?'
and 'How good of a teacher are
you?'," Astra said. "It's the
kind of thing everyone accepts
as a legitimate requirement."
The student evaluation
forms play little part in tenuregranting.
"Review sheets are not of
great value," Astra said.
"What they will tell you is either the teacher is just terrible
or out-of-this-world good," he
added.
Professors who are granted
tenure are made public, while
those refused are not mentioned.
"It's not that we deliberately withhold [that information]," Astro said.
"There
d-0esn't seem any point to publish teachers who weren't
[granted tenure]."

STOLEN ·
FROM PAGE3

Campus newspaper theft
also occurred in 1988 at the
University of Florida when
four students stole 1,200 copies of The FlorUJ,a Review, a
conservative campus newspaper. Witnesses identified the
perpetrators as UF students
who were members of the UF
College Republicans.
Assistant State Attorney
John Stephenson successfully
charged the UF students with
petty theft. Stephenson
claimed that stealing newspapers deprives the public of its
right to those materials.
Alachua County Judge
Frederick Smith sentenced
each UF student to six months
probation, 25 hours commu-

nity serviM·aJ\d'cou:rt fees.··"
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The abil\ily to read is a precious glft. I
And the gift is one you can give.
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America.
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• NHL comes to 0-ena

Two NHL exibitions games
are scheduled for the Orlando
Arena. The Washington Capitals will play the Buffalo
Sabres Sept. 20, and the Philadelphia Flyers will meet the
New York Rangers Sept. 22.
Both games are at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $25, $20, $15 and
are on sale at all Ticketmasters or at the Orlando Box
Office. To order tickets by
phone, call (407) 839-3900.
• More 0-rena events

JUST HAVING KICKS

World Wide Federation The women's soccer team will see if practice pays off when it
Wrestling comes to the opens its season Friday night.
Orlando Arena at 7:30 p.m. on;.
Sept. 9. The main everit will..--~=--::--::~---=------=----='-!..-.:...__ _ _ ____,_ _ _--=---=---;
feature The ffitimate Warrior
against Ravishing Rick Rude.
NOW OPEN
Tickets are $14, $11 and $9 at
the Orlando Arena Box office
or at all TicketMaster Outlets.
To order tickets by phone, call
"fJJegi.nner to Professional"
(407) 839-3900.
Alo ma

Aloma Art Supplies

• Y - exercises

Art & Drafting Supplies
Student Discountsn

Shopping

OFFER GOOD ONLY AT
3912 ALAFAYA TR. OPPOSITE UCF

r-----------------,
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I
I
I

;
I

BUY ANY REGULAR FOOT LONG SUB & A MEDIUM
SOFT DRINK. AND GET ONE FOOT LONG SUB OF

EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR
(Not good w/other offers 1 ooupon per Wit.)

9 9 ;..

I
I
I
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~ill ;I~I;ri
REDEEMABLE ONLY AT 3912 A.LAFAYA TRAIL. OPPOSITE UCF
(GOOD THRU 9110/90)
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Center
Registration is under way
679-8787
for aerobics classes being offered by the Winter Park Family YMCA at 1201 North 1__;::........::::~=================================:::!:======================,
Lakemont Avenue. All instructors are certified. Classes
qegin the week of Sept. 3.
Other programs offered include gymnasitcs, basketball,
volleyball and soccer. For more
information call (407) · 6441509 .

MovelO years ahead of the class.

•• TENNIS CHALLENGE

Twelve leading tennis profes sionals including Stan
Smith, Roy Emerson and
Marty Riessen will compete at
the third annual First Union
Celebrity Tennis Challenge
with Tony Trabert, Nov. 18 at
the Marriot's Orlando World
Center.
Proceeds from the Tennis
Challenge will benefit cancer·
research at Florida Hospital.
It is part of "The Longest
Weekend in History," Florida
Hospital's annual Gala Weekend with a charitable focus. In
addition to the Challenge, this
year's "weekend" includes the
Alaqua Invitational Oct. 8-9
and the Barnett Bank Celebrity GolfToumamentNov.19.
Both will be at the Alaqua
Country Club.
For more information call
Florida Hospital Foundation
at (407) 897-1578.
• BILLIARD BENEFIT

Strokers Billiard Parlor on'
the comer of Kirkman Road
and Colonial Drive will host a
pool marathon to benefit MDA
from Sunday, Sept. 2 at noon
until Monday Sept. 3 at midnight. For more information
call Tracey Riley at (407) 6776665.
•SAILING REGATIA

.

The Cocoa Beach Yacht·
Club will host the 2nd Anual
MDA Labor Day Regatta on:
Sept. 1-2. The race is divided
into five divisions and will consist of ocean and bowtie
courses. Trophies and plaques
will be awarded to the top five
places of each division.
The event wil begin with a
Captain's meeting and cocktail party on August 31. Free
food and drinks will be provided to race crews. For more
information call 677-6665.
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The new HP 48SX and
a free 'library card' can
get you there.
With over 2100 built-in functions, our
new HP 48SX Scientific Expandable .
calculat.or takes a quantum leap int.o
the 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX
between August 15 and Oct.ober 15,
1990, and HP will send you a free
HP Solve Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
The plug-in application card alone
contains more than 300 science and
engineering equations, as well as
the periodic table, a constants' library,
and a multi-equation solver. It's like
having a stack of reference books right
at your fingertips.
The HP 48SX calculator is so advanced,
it will change the way you solve problems forever. It integrates graphics
with calculus, lets you enter equations
the way you write them, and does
automatic unit management.
Check your campus bookst.ore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculat.ors
and special back-t.o-school offers.
Then check out the calculat.ors that
are years ahead of their class.

There is a better way.
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Your organization will be aired live on
Channel 9 WFTV. .

When: Friday, August31, 1990
at 5:30pm
J

·where: On the Free Speech
Circle between Volusia and
Osceola Hall

~·

Space is limited so call now for a
reservation or more information:
275-2191 ext :391 O and ask for Dianne
. Goigel.
The show airs every Sunday during
football season.

SATURDAY POOLSIDE
ENTERTAINMENT PROVIDED

. BY

WDIZ

DAYTONA'S HOTIEST NIGHTSPOT

Room prices are:
. ·. . . . . . , ·:· ·.
, ..
$28 SUNSET VIEW*
'. 8:0_91!1$~¥l~l~ABb€ FQR_
$32 OCEAN.VIEW*
. f.f.llCJ.fl'(, $.Ef!!El!fB~F:l 11 .
$36 OCEAN FRONT*
~.,:,:§/~:!J!R.PA.Y, S~PT. 1~ .
*per room/per night
J..·a~e :,ph~ckput. on. $un.d.~y.
• *Limit 4 STUDENTS per room
.
& include-s··FR-E li adm.tssion ·to··70·1 SQUTH & ·FREE COCKTAIL ·~··.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ·
VICTOR COLLAZO@ X5244. OR X2633

•
•
.
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Anti-bomb policy
should be upheld
in Mid-East crisis
In a time of such turmoil, is "peace in our time"
possible?
On Interstate 4, near the Fairbanks Ave. exit,
someone has posted a homemade sign which, at first,
seems pointless, but after some thought it might
make one think.
It simply says, "Are nuclear arms the choice of the
last generation?"
The sign's red white and blue colors bear a strilting resemblance to the Pepsi logo, from which the
sign seems to spoof.
Many may think that this merger effort does not
have any value what so ever, but we think that the
message is strong and should not be forgotten.
As the situation in the Middle East heats up and
the outcome of the matter is still uncertain, we think
the world leaders should heed the I-4 sign's message.
They should definitely think twice about the consequences and repercussions of their actions.
In last week's edition,Newsweek, reported that, if
war was to erupt, Iraq will probably resort to the use
of biological warfare.
They would bomb the opposing forces with the
bacteria to spread life threatening diseases such as
botulism.
Biological warfare is the only means of war the
United States does not have any defense against. It
invades and infects the troops who are exposed to it.
The never-before-used war tactics would mean the
spread of horrifying diseases on all troops, even
Iraq's.
This type of war would be devastating and almost
vulgar.
The fact that they do have the means to successfully carry off a biological warfare attack have been
confirmed by U.S. intelligence.
These same intelligence agencies have not confirmed that Iraq has long-range nuclear bombs, but
we believe anything could be possible.
(After all, ten years ago the United States did not
believe that Iraq was as much of a threat as Iran.)
We believe Iraqi forces, under the leadership of
Sadam Hussein, would not hesitate to use any type of
l.>omb, if they had it.
We all need to be concerned with the possibility
that Iraq could use bombs and that many Americans
would perish.
If nuclear weapons are used then it truly would be
"The choice of the last generation."
If war does break out, we hope it does not have
such an affect that it becomes "The War of Wars."
It may even erase the human race and the history
that we have set forth on this planet.
Nuclear weapons and all types of bombs are very
hazardous to all citizens of the world.
We hope the peace talks are successful and war
can be avoided at all costs.
No bombs mean a brighter future for all generations to come.
Bombs may mean the elimination of future generations.
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Personal merits should be enough
Approximately 1,000 black students in Jefferson~=================

[~~i~:~~~~t!~E~~t~)f~~~1~ ll llltlllffIt .

applicants, it is simply that they chose a white and not
a black. That is racism.
No dictionary I have yet used specifies that racism
is peculiar only to people of color. These people want a
black hired with out regard to credentials, over a white
with superior credentials if necessary.
If a white is hired over a black because he is white
the employer is denounced as a racist. Evidently the
black community does not mind racism ... as long as it
·
is to their advantage.
Cocaine usage is also OK too, as long as you are a
BLACK mayor. Ifyou want to smear your dogs feces on
yourself, claim that a group of white men did it after
they gang raped you and then lie to a grand jury about
it (like Twana Bradley of N.Y. city) no problem as long
as you are a BLACK girl.
If you want to fondle a Peace Corps volunteer (like
Rep. Gus Savage) , no problem, if you are a BLACK
congressman.
Why is this no problem? Because if anyone accuses you of any wrongdoing you can rest assured that
Jesse Jackson, Al Sharpton, the NAACP and a host of
others will rush to your defense, decrying your detractors as racists.
Don't confuse us with the facts. I don't want to see
a video of him doing crack hits. I don't want to hear of
statements retracted from a grand jury. I don't care if
a volunteer claims he grabbed her. You're all racists.

The NAACP has even joined in Jefferson county
with four of their own racist demands. Equality of
opportunity is a worthy goal to which we are a lot
closer than the likes ofthe vacuous Jesse Jack son and
Al Sharpton would care to admit. To admit this would
deprive them of their most useful crutch.
,.
Just as Stalin was less interested in advancing
Communism than extending his bloody regime, Jesse
and Co. are more interested in Leing in headlines
than advancing the plight of black America
James Meredith (the first black who sat at a white
lunch counter during the civil rights movement) has -".
seen the light and now works for conservative senator
Jesse Helms and says that affirmative action was a
big lie to black America and not to denounce blacks as
well as whites does everyone a disservice.
The solution? If everyone would stop paying attention to race and rate people on their individual merits
nothing else will matter.
Wa1k up to a person of color and say to them, "I
have decided that, to be fare to minorities, half of my
friends should be black; would you be my friend?"
Would you feel affronted ifyou were the black person?
Me, I like people, I don't like whites and I don't like
blacks, I just like people.
-Terry Kozusko is a junior majoring in political
science.
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• FREEDOM FOR ALL
What is the liberty that
founded this great nation and
gives us our most distinguishing
national characteristic?
Liberty is not absolute independence.
Liberty is not being care free.
This would lead to the conclusions
that a rational being acts without
any motive or that any unreasoning being can be care free.
Liberty is not the power to
chose between good and evil.
. Freedom really rests in the fac-

ulty of will, which supposes the
faculty of understanding. Liberty
is will and understanding united.
If a man understands the consequences of his actions and is
able through his will to carry them
out, then he is free.
Like so many other things of
great value, freedom is fragile.
People have a shared responsibility to preserve and purify freedom.
Any distortion of truth or dissemination of non-truth is an offense against freedom.

Any manipulation of public
opinion, any abuse of authority of
power, or, on the other hand, just
the omission of vigilance, endangers the heritage of free people.
But even more important, every •
contribution to promoting truth in
charity consolidates freedom and
builds up peace.
When shared responsibility for
freedom is truly accepted by all, a
great new force is set at work for
the service of humanity.
Joseph Kramer
industrial engi,neering
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by Charles Rudd

• DR. DeMINUS
-GoOD MORNING CLASS. TODAY IS
THf LAST DAY I WILL· SPfAK TO
YOU IN ENGLISH. FROM HERE ON
OUT I WILL ONLY SPEAK IN
FRENCH.
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· A new and improved way to conServe1energy
By now I trust that you students at UCF have
caught on to the fact that there is an ENERGY
CRISIS (the capital letters are my own added touch;
no selfrespecting editor would rely on such schlocky
shock tactics, unless of course, they want to edit for
The Enquirer) going on.
Students everywhere are dipping into their beer
~ funds just to fuel their driving habits.
And as we know, a sober campus is a learning campus, which is unacceptable.
The gasoline crunch is so bad that President
George Bush has been relying on an electric golf cart
for getting around and accomplishing his executive
duties.
Not that this is unusual for the Vice President,
who has been at the forefront of gas conservation with
his groundbreaking forays into electric golf cart tech,. nologies.
However, due to the fact that there is a lack of golf
clubs and and bags, not to mention golf courses, there
is little hope that the common man will be able to
emulate our illustrious leaders.
None the less, alternative technologies commuter
must be looked at and assessed. No possibility is too
outrageous to consider when the nation is in a time of

war crisis.
The concept of wind powered vehicles has been
explored, although not fruitfully.
While running against the wind has been tackled,
overpasses and tunnels have proven to be too much of
an impediment.
Even here at UCF, our engineers have looked into mid-sized truck 40 kilometers a day, on only a bale of
hay for that day.
the possibility of alternatively powered vehicles.
Not only will this friend of mankind power you to
Solar powered cars have doubtlessly been toyed
the market for a reasonable price, it will also cut out
with, along with cement canoes.
While both types of solar vehicles hold water well, the middle man, the fuel processor.
On top of that, the sheep provide valuable prodthere hasn't really been widespread demand for eiucts and services.
ther.
Woolens will become that much more cheaper,
For a solution to this crisis, I'm afraid we will have
lawns will be better taken care of, and the kids will
to widen our horizons to ... sunny New Zealand.
In this land where men are men, and sheep are have a pet that, for once, is more productive than
sheep, and other things are just as obvious, there those nasty cats or dogs.
Trade ins and attendant hassles will be totally
floats a renewable source of energy.
And a way to new way to harvest it has been devel- done away with.
There are so many positive points and endless
oped also.
It seems that the top notch scientific minds in New possibilities about this solution that it is hard to
Zealand have come across a way of harvesting the know where to end.
sheep's own natural gasses.
All that has to be done once the family has a new
fuel producer is get those mutton chops ready and fire
Yes, you heard me right, natural gases.
These flatulent sheep have been able to power a up the grill, which is gas fueled ... naturally.
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The wonderful world of Mister Language
will kill your husband, ect."
What does "ect." mean?
A It means "irregardless."
Q. I am with the Defense
Department, and rd like to know
whether it's correct to say "Four
million dollars apiece IS not that
much for the SB- 79 Hellfire Amphibious Assault Salad Bar," or
"Four million dollars apiece ARE
ect."
A Does that price include the
optional SS-863 Shrieking Eagle
Tactical Sneeze Shield?
Q. Of course not.
A. I didn't think so.
Q. What is the function of
parentheses?
~ Parentheses are used to
include information that helps
the reader understand the sentence better:
CONFUSING: "Former
President Nixon says he feels 'no
bitterness' toward his former
political enemies."
CLEARER: "Former President Nixon says he feels 'no bitterness' toward his former political enemies. (What a liar!)"
Q. What are the opening lyr-

1111111
It's time once again for the
award-winning feature "Ask
Mister Language Person." Our
first common grammar question
is:
Q. You never won no award.
A. Did so.
Q. Did not.
A. Did so.
Q. Which of the following sentences is correct?
-"Being a respected attorney,
the dog lunged straight for Mr.
Thwockett's personal region."
-"The dog, being a respected
attorney, lunged straight for Mr.
Thwockett's personal region."
A. They both have their strong
points.
Q.
You
know
those
Volkswagen ads, where they
keep
shrieking
"Fahrvergnugen"? What the heck are
they talking about?
A. "Fahrvergnugen" comes

.

Einrachenbrassen das Fahrve'rgnugen en zie Vessen- hollenpratenraugur Burgermeister!" ("Phew! Somebody has been Fahroergnugen in this closet!"
Q. When should I say "between," and when should
I say "amongst"?
A. "Between" is used in situations involving a need
for confidentially.
EXAMPLE: "Between you and I and the- lamppost, Louise should do something about them chin
hairs."
.
"Amongst" is used in religious situations.
EXAMPLE: "Lethe amongst you whom is without
sin and has a good arm see how far he can cast this
here stone."
Q. The other night I heard a television newscaster
say: "The suspects are still at large, but the police
MANhunt was curtailed due to lack ofMANpower."
f

,.

f
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My question, as an ardent feminist, is: They're still at
large what?
A We all need to be more sensitive about this.
Q. How is the word "irregardless" used?
A. It is used to add emphasis to a statement:
WEAK: Webster gonna bust your head.
STRONGER: Webster gonna bust your head irregardless.
Q~ Recently, when you were driving through
Central Florida, did you see a small roadside store
with a fascinating sign on it?
A. Yes. It said: "DAMAGED FOOD FOR YOU
AND YOUR PET."
Q. Are you making that up?
A.No.
Q. I recently received a letter containing the following sentence: "If you don't give us the m~ney, we
•11."' .
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ics to the 1961 hit song Rama Lama Ding Dong?
A. They are:
Oh oh oh oh

I know a girl named
Rama Lama Lama Lama Ding Dong
Q. Who wrote that, originally?
A Francis Scott Key.
TIP FOR PROFESSIONAL WRITERS: A good
way to make your writing more interesting is to
include shocking revelations about famous celebrities.
WRONG: "Apply the lacquer with smooth, even
strokes."
RIGHT: "Apply the lacquer with smooth, even
strokes, bearing in mind that until 1985 Madonna
was, biologically, a man."
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Alpha Phi Omega
The ONLY co-ed Service Fraternity I
Rush mtgs 8129, 914 & 915 In the S.O.L.
8pm. Book exchange 8120-8124 in SC 217
1Oam-5pm. A Phi 0 lets U.B.UI

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIG-EP is on the roll. Thanks to all the bros for
the hard work and dedication. Our Rush Week
set a precedent. Congrats to Mark Sutton for
making a hard job look easy. D.J. Hoe is by far
the best mixer around. Bigger thanks go to all
the girls who helped. ltwouldn'thave been the
same without you. Pat says-· It's been a
showcase rush!" C-Ya

UCF Tae KwonDo Club
NOW taking beginner students!
Improve flexibility, balance, and gen. fitness.
Learn practical self defense while having fun.
Emphasis on Art, Sport, and Self defense.
Three Black Belt Instructors. Call 365-8866 or
Ed Bldng MPR 8:30-10:30 Mon or Th. Do itl It
is good for you.
FCA Is ready for ACTION!I!

Are you ready to get involved? Ready to have
fun? Looking for a way to serve your community? AngelFlightisforyou. AnAngelisanAir
Force ROTC Little Sister. Be at the SOL at
8pm tonight. For more info call X2659 and ask
for an Angel.

413 custom 5 minutes from campus. Large
rooms all appliances must be neat, clean,
nonsmoker. $300 + 113
Call Mark leave message 678-2449

Sleeper couch $75 Bookcase $50
Coffee table and end tables $50
OBO Call Chris 282-8781 leave message.

FtNonsmokerlneat Pvt roorntbath 230mo.
Nice apt. 3 ml. from UCF 275-57321Debl

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
{U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Your area (1)805-687-6000
Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

M!Nonsmoker!Nt. Pvt rrn!Share bth. 155 mo.
Nxt. UCF Have cats 275-5732 Pete
Males-Rm & Util. =$225 mon. $50 Dep & Ref.
10 min.= UCF (Tuscawllla) 671-6355
MIF N/S Roommate needed 4 masterbedroom in Chatham Landing $200+113 util.
Call Drew or Gil at 381-8050
Female NS needs room Tuesday nights only.
Must be close to UCF. Eves. 1-234-8942

Large 212 wtprlvate balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-In special 282-5657.
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for Immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.
Room, Furn., nonsmoker, dean, quiet WID,
new house mature serious person. Call 3665271. $200 mo.+ 113 utll.
2Br, 28th apt. clean with large rooms near
UCF at 3600 Khayyam Ave. $425/m. Call
682-1058
2 furnished rooms for rent, 2 mi. UCF Large 4
bedroom home with alarm, washer/dryer,
Cable TV, Gas Grill. Non-smokers only,
28280/mo. 679-6123
2 1/2 bath 2 room townhouse wsh & dryer 1
mile from UCF with garage. $500. per month
call 249-1685 for more Info. Special Discount
if rented in the month of August.

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT across from UCF
2 bed 2.5 bath, garage, washer, dryer. $500
mo. discount for lease 249-2246

CAMPUS SALES REP for screen
printing business commission basis contact
Rankin, 404-618-3003 days

Fast

* Professional * Accurate

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs
FRENCH: TYPING/TUTORING 568-1219

$9.75 TO START
15 positions to be filled by
sharp, positive people. Flexible hrs.
No experience nessl Great Resume
exp. FT/PT Training begins soon
CALL 9-5 M-F 282-6142

Pioneer Compact Disc Player PD4350 20
track programmable, 4 times oversampling,
digital filter and remote control included. In
factory carton, never used. Asking $140.
Contact Bob X2231 or 275-6169 (5:30 pm)

F A S T
FUNDAAISING

Compact refrigerator and space
saving mictowave $49 each 823-9916.

P R 0

Furniture-Futon, almost new; lamps, tables,
chairs-moving, must sell call Mary 629-4884 or
657-7306

WORK ON CAMPUS - Graphic Arts Student
needed for Immediate opening in Instructional
Resources. Basic layoutand design sensibilities a must. See D. Retherford in LIB 107.

Queen-sized waterbed with 6-drawer pedestal
and bookcase headboard.
$175. Call Adam at 678-1738.

BOOKEEPING ON COMPUTER-Will train
Accounting Major or other
keep books for small business in Oviedo. 4 to
8 hours per week-flexible to fit your schedule.
$5 per hour to start 365-3648

Glass-top Dinette wt 4 chalrs, grey and black
upholstery. Great cond. $225 OBO call 2821603
Waterbed/sm. Queen, Trundle bed, dining
table/4 chairs, stereolspkrs, dresser, Kirby
vacuum, wicker chair, phone, clock/radio,
misc. Priced to sell. CAii Greg or Beth 6574945.

RESUMES-Writing and development services by resume consultant with 9 years of
experience. For derails by mail, Call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.

1989 Volkswagen Fox GL Excellent conditionfewer than 9000 mlles, 4spd, 4dr, AIR, great

I Tarot

Readings, by appt. 898-1684

~!!!!!!!!!!!!!~========

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678..0735

Babysitter (non-smoker) needed for occasional evenings for 2 year old boy Dr. Smith
696-4172 or X2201

Free tutorials. Engineering core courses.
Minority Eng. Ctr. for Academic Assistance!
Eng Bldg., Am 289 open To ALL ENG. Students.
Monday-Thursday 2 to 8pm

G R A M

$1000 In just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 morel
This program works! No
Investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

FormaVBrides Maid Dress: Worn once. Pink
bottom with floral print top. $70 OBO Call
Tiffany 365-8969

Alafaya Woods home, 5 yrs. old, 312
Vaulted ceilings Dbl Gar, nicely
landscaped, Pvt fence, 1136 Sq. Ft $72500
Firm 365-7178
For Sale: Sofa/Chair dusty rose very good
condition #275-9902

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes. Same
day.service avallable. IBM'AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.

BACK TO SCHOOL JOBSll

79 Monte Carlo looks good runs
Great $650 OBO Call 282-2178
Ask for Pete

Female N/S $200 + 113 utl. Close to UCF.
Move in now. 679-4483 after 6pm.

Roommate needed for nice condo at E. 50 &
436. Pool &Clubhouse, WID in condo, 2 br, 2
bt $250/mo.+ 112utillphone. Call 273-5105.

Dental Recep Afternoons/Some Sats.
Goldenrod office 6n-8888

5 piece wood/glass Dinette set Exe. Cond.
$125 ph. 366-4912.

Stereo-Best Ofter-Call 629-4884 or 657-7306

Your room in neat house on Park Ave.
Winter Park. $285/mo + 1/3 utilities.
$250 deposit Call 647-3112

Earn 20% on everything you sell I
,
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You! Call T,1e Central Florida Future and ask for Thomas or Donna 2752601

FOR SALE - 1988 Jeep Wrangler
Mint Condition, PS/PB, AMIFM'Cass., 4wheel drive, full size spare tire, alloy wheels w/
Goodyear Wrangler tires. Extra blmlnl top, 6
cylinder engine, AC, $10,495 OBO. Call and
leave a message at 365-1299.

Apts across from UCF 212 1/2 M Free all
appliances extras. Call 678-7185

Female roommate needed ASAP Sun Key
Apts. $292 + 112 utilities. Call Carrie at 6578263.

August28,199010
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Where: WDSC When: Thur. 6:15
United Methodist Wesley Fellowship meets
Wednesday, August 29, 4-6pm, in CEBA
Room 134. You're invited to join us for this
Welcome Party!
Call Dawn 2468 for more info.

·
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Complete typing/WP services fast.AES, 2431
Aloma #211 671-4414.

-

Airplane Ticket to OHIO
Sept 1. Offers 381-2008

KATHY·9oft yaught or u? Ull STEVE-LOTS
O'LOVE From Little Buddy I Bad checks, eh?
JEFF-XTRA Special to mel No Tickle! HARREL-Father knows best? CHRIS-Realty
Funny, very distinguished! DAN-Cale? Cakel
We'll jaml LEROY-Men, gotta Love 'eml
WAYNE-Chocolate chips in Heaven on
Spunkmeisterl SANDY-Girt Talk til 11 CALL
JULIE-Compatability, INCi DAVEY-Warren
Beatty? DAVE-Turkeys, Fingers, coolness
personified! TR-Can we say Mr. Wonderful!
DEAN-yor GREG-Zany, but quite neatl
RANDY-vocal power! DON-Hugs Forever!
AL-Hey Cool Brother! RACHY & LA-Welcome! To ALL in BCM my love and thanks!
1JOHN4:15-17. How else could I have
learned this peace, but through your Friend·
ships I
JEN

Mick-I want you to know that you are always
on my mlndandforeverinmy heart I miss you
very much! Love ya-Heather
WANTED: Weight-lifting partner
to lift at Dome 11-1 ~F.
If dedicated &interested in
improving self contact
DARYL 365-5021

Welcome back to UCF, from CAB! In order to get the
semester off to a great start, the UCF Campus Activities Board presents ...

WELCOME BACK WEEK
This Week!
Tuesday, August 28 • 9 pm • Wild Pizza

Walli Collins

COMEDIAN:

Wednesday, August 29 • 11 am • Student Center Green

BAND:

jab Sons .of Babylon

Wednes~ay,

SINGER:

August 29 • 9 pm • Wild Pizza

Jane Powell

FREE buffalo wings at 8:45 pm while supplies last, compliments of CAB!

r

OVlESMOVl~stv10VlESMOVlESMOVlESMOVIESMOVl

All movies are FREE to students, and are shown in the
Student Activities Center
(Wild Pizza) at 7 pm & 9 pm,
unless otherwise noted.
Thurs., August 30
Pretty Woman
Thurs., September 6 (8 pm) &
Sat., September 8 (12 & 3 pm)
The Wizard of Oz
Sun. & Mon., Sept. 9 & 10
Indiana Jones:
Raiders of the Lost Ark

Thursday, August 30 • 7& 9 pm • Wild Pizza

MOVIE:

.....

NOTE~

Pretty Woman

..

are..EBH to UCF s.tudeo~, .faculty and staff, with vallda~ed ID, unless otherwise noted .
. all,.CAB events
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The Lo-w-est Prices Ever for
Apple Macintqsh Personal Computers.
"

Mair*1sb ~

UstPih

1. 1 MB Mmly, 1 (SX>K) Jl+w Drive, arrl Keyb:m:l .......................................................................... $1i9).00

l\kit*1sh SE
2. 1 MB Mmly, 1 (l.44MB) FDHD l\wy Ime, ~Hard Drive arrl Keyb:m:l ............................. $3J)8.00
3. 2 MB Mmay, 1 (l.44MB) IDHD.A+w DiM; 4MB HatdDrive, arxfKeyb:m:l ............................ $3<tll00

Mach* MSF/30
4 1 MB Mmly, 1 (l.MMB) IDIID Fq:wime, 40.\iIB Haid Drive arrl Keyb:m:l ............................. ~00
5. 4 MB Menor, 1 (l.44MB) IDHD Jl+w Drive, ffi\1B Haid Drive, arrlKeyb:m:l ............................ $:£re00
6.AIDANJMAGEWHIIERIIPRINIBlANDINIFBFACEO\HE10ANYSEORSf/30

$60.00

Quantitb are Ilmited, So Reserve Yoms Today!
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Jones takes charge
in Black-Gold game

. \~

·

Johnson, Peoples in hunt for QB backup role
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

The Black-and-Gold scrimmage Fridaynight went alongway in solvingthe
quarterback situation, but possibly
created new problems.
Rudy Jones solidified his hold as the
No. 1 quarterback with his performance. He completed 5-of-8 passes for
120 yards and threw for three touchdowns- one a 65 strike to Seap Beckton. His only mistakes came early on
his first two passes when he misfired on
two open receivers.
Jones also through an eight-yard
touchdown pass to Beckton and a 26yard pass to Shawn Jefferson.
"He confirmed my thinking on him,"
Coach Gene McDowell said. "The battle
is for that second position."
Jones has been competing with Ron
Johnson for the top spot through fall
practice. Neither quarterback started
strongly and Jones was relegated to
working with the second string offense
until he dropped some weight.
"He s worked hard to get himself
squared away," McDowell said. "He's
got his weight down. It's not where I
want it, but he's shown me a lot of
mental toughness in doing what he's
done."
After dropping his weight to under
200 pounds, McDowell named him No.
1. Jones performance in Friday's
scrimmage took the focus off the
starter and put it on the backup.
Redshirt freshman Travis Peeples
has emerged as a strong contender for
No. 2. At Saturday's scrimmage,
Peeples completed 4-of-7 passes for 78
yards. He also directed scoring drives
of 80 and 62 yards and tossed an 18yard scoring pass to Ted Coltrain.
Peeples first caught the attention of
1

1

the coaching staff during the first week
of practice. While Jones and Johnson
struggled in the two-minute drills,
Peeples led the offense down the field
for the score.
After that day, McDowell gave
Peeples more work "to see if it was a
fluke."
McDowell said Peeples' performance in the scrimmage confirmed his
thinking.
"It definitely was not a fluke,"
McDowell said.
Johnson's performance (5-of-13
passing) in the scrimmage did not help
his chances, but offensive coordinator
Mike Kruczek pointed out an advantage Johnson has over Peeples.
"Travis' deal is he doesn't have the
mental grasp of the offense that Ron
does," Kruczek said. "But he played
well. Ron is very competitive, so I expect things to stay close."
Peeples agreed: "Oearning the offense] is the hardest thing I've had to
learn."
Kruczek said Peeples has improved
a lot since spring practice. He described
Peeples' play as lethargic, but much
improved in the fall.
"His physical ability is awesome,"
Kruczek said. "He's 6'2", 208 pounds
with great mobility. He's the fastest
quarterback we have-faster than
Rudy- but he doesn't have Rudy's
quickness. He could be a real force once
he learns the offense."
Kruczek said he confidence in
Peeples' ability by said the offense
would be limited.
Once the backup is decided, McDowell said a new quarterback battle for
No.1 will begin until Jones or someone
else earns the coaches long-term confidence.
"I don't want Rudy to relax,"
McDowell said.

Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FIGHTING FOR THE EXTRA YARD
Freshman quarterback Darren Henshaw fights off defenders in Friday's Blackand-Gold game. He will be redshirted this season.

Akers-Stahl continues to help soccer team
Former 2-time player-of-the-year, now UCF assistant coach, will play on U.S. World Cup team next year
by Hunter Daus
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Most UCF students know
Michelle Akers-Stahl as a former Lady Knights soccer
player and a current assistant
coach of that same team.
Many people, however, are
unaware of several of the outstanding accomplishments
she has made in the world of
soccer.
UCF head coach Bill Barker
has no problem boasting her
skills.
"She's the best player in the
world" Barker said. " If somebody is better than her, I would
like to know about it."
Barker has seen Stahl play
for all four of her years here at
UCF and now coaches alongside her. He said that her excellent playing ability is a big
plus to the team because when.
they are playing against her in
practice, they are playing the
best possible player that they
can train with.
If the players can deal with
Stahl, they can deal with any
situation. Also the fact that
she is a well known, well respected player makes her a
good role model for all of the
younger players.
Stahl herself feels that it is

very hard to make the transition from player to coach. "It
was hard watching players fail
at something you could do."
Perhaps the biggest thing that
bothers her as a coach is when
people quit on themselves.
She said that skills and tactics
can easily be taught but the
one thing that a coach can't
make the players learn is psychological toughness.
Even though she is having
her problems adapting to
coaching, Barker says she is
doing a good job. He says she is
learning to recognize problems
and is able to explain solutions
so that.the players can understand her.
Granted her coaching abilities are improving. But she
still is far from finished playing the game. She is currently
on the Women's National
Team who will be going into
WorldCupplaynextyear. She
has a strong desire to take the
team all the way to the World
Cup Championship.
West Germany has asked
her to play one of their professional teams next year. She
even went so far as to try out
for a professional men's team.
"They sort of dared me,"
Stahl said in reference to the
Orlando Lions. "They wrote it

"It was hard watching players fail at something you
could do"
• Michelle Akers-Stahl

Assistant soccer coach
Michelle Akers-Stahl
up in the paper that they were
willing to have me try out."
She did so and proved that
she had just as much skill as
any male player could ever
hope to have. The problem
came iii where she was just not
fast enough to keep up with the
male players.
Stahl's unmatched skill has
brought her even beyond the
realms of men's professional
soccer onto the gridiron ofNFL
football. A placekicking coach
who teaches several of the
kickers for the NFL invited
Stahl to come to a try out. Although Stahl found placekicking easy, there is no threat of
losing her to football.
Even the possibility of
making a lot ofmoney from the
endorsements of the world's
first woman placekicker didn't

change her love for soccer.
"I don't care about the
money," she said. "I want to
enjoy wha~ I'm doing."
Although her playing days
are far from over, Stahl has already made plans to further
her coaching career. She going
to attend a United States Soccer Federation coaching school
to get her B liscense in January and also plans to attain an
A liscense somewhere down
the line.
She would also like to attend coaching schools in West
Germany and Sweden.
Stahl is also working on
forming a professional soccer
league for women in the
United States. However, it
will be some time before this is
accomplished.
"I think it will be about ten

years before there will be any
pro women's soccer," she said.
The reason for this is that
professional men's soccer is
struggling to stay alive in this
country right now and it would
have to become more popular
before a women's team would
be possible.
A big reason that soccer
doesn't have a strong following
in the United States is because
of the limited amount of media
coverage it receives.
For example, the United
States Women's team is •\)
ranked No. 1 in the world
going into the World Cup
qualifiers in April. This fact
has failed to receive the coverage it deserves.
Maybe one day, however,
one player will rise up and lead
the US team to the World Cup
championship.
Maybe that same player ~
will lead the United States to
an Olympic Gold Medal and
the sport will finally get the .
recognition it deserves. And
that one person could very well
be Michelle Akers- Stahl.
Soccer Notes: The woment's
team kicks off its season Friday and Saturday against
Florida International and
Wisconsin-Green Bay. Both
games are at FIU.

•
Inside:
Team analysis, depth
charts and more
- page 2

new foes
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

After a year in which UCF
was ineligible for post-season
play in both Division I-AA and
Division II , the Knights are
poised to make an impact in its
first year in I-AA.
UCF returns 10 starters on
offense including a bigger and
more experienced offensive
line. The Knights also have a
stable of quality runningbacks
and receivers. Coach Gene
McDowell said the strength of
the team is the talent at these
skilled positions.
On defense, there is some
question on the defensive line,
but it's backed by experienced
linebackers and defensive
backs.
All of which has not gone
unnoticed.
College Football Preview
'90: "The Knights appear
ready to make an impact after
last season's 7-3 finish."
College Football Preview:
"Central Florida will have a
shot at denting the elite 16team playoff field.
The Sporting News College
Football Yearbook: "The
Knights, fresh up from Division II, will have an immediate
impact on Division I-AA."
Also, Craig Marsden, Sean
Beckton, Bobby Spitulski and
Larry Salazar h~ve all been
named to some preseason AllAmerican teams.

Last year, UCF was ineligible in both Division II and IAA It was the final waiting
year for the Knights for I-AA
It was possible for them to
make the playoffs in Division
II had they not been over the
limit for scholarships Division
II allowed. But McDowell did
not want the team looking
back.
For the Knights to have a
chance at making the playoffs,
they must get past an early
season road trip which includes a trip to Eastern Kentucky- a top I-AA team and to
Memphis State. Memphis
State- a Division I team.
UCF will be counting on its
seniors to provide the leadership to take them to the playoffs. Playoff pressure won't be
new to them as they were on
the 1987 squad which made it
to the Division II semifinals
against Troy State.
"I think we have our best
chance to make the playoffs,"
Beckton said. "We have experience. I think we're known.
We're been well known for our
passing game."
The success on the continuation of a high-powered passing game will depend on performance of Rudy Jones. He
won the battle for starter.

McDowell: Offense should be UCF's strength

•

UCF Coach Gene McDowell
enters his sixth season as UCF
football coach. One ofhis plans
was to move the team to Division I-AA This year the move
takes place. Fresh off a 7-3
' record last year, the Knights
are ready to make a run at the
playoffs in their first year in IAA McDowell spoke with The
Central Florida Future sports
editor Roy Fuoco and gave his
thoughts on the upcoming season.
You said last year you
wanted to let the I-AA pollsters know UCF is in the
league. Do you think that goal
was accomplished?
.
I don't know if the poll·

sters know, but the magazines know because we're

in the magazines.
In the poll that

COACH'S COMMENTS

just came out the
pollsters, , didn't
put us in the top
20. But we have to
win some games in I-AA. We
never won a game at the 1AA level, so you can't blame
them.
How close is UCF to being a
full-fledged I-AA team in
terms of the type of players
recruited?

We're there. How good
we are remains to be seen.
We've got a lot of players
that are at least I-AA types.
We have a few players that
can play anywhere.
What will it take for UCF to
reach the playoffs?

a Division II team matter what team we play
would certainly because the offense should
hurt us. That be the strength of this
would be consid- team. If it's not, we're in
trouble because the deered a bad loss.
Is UCF going to fense has some situations
have the same variety in the that need to be worked out
yet.
offense?
How does the schedule with
We're not going to do
anything different. We still the early three-game road trip
have everything in the ar- ' affect the team?
It's especially tough besenal that we ever hadcause we play Troy, Eastplus.
What will it take for the of- ern Kentucky, BethuneCookman and Memphis
fense to be successful?
Score four-and-a-half State-four great teams in
touchdowns a game for one a row-before we come
thing. That gives us a back home.
If we get through the
chance in any game if they
can produce around 400 f"ll"St four games with a
yards a game and 30 points. good thing going, we'll be
That gives us a chance no all right.

8-3, probably 9-2 or 10-1.
With the right wins and the
right losses. A good loss for
the poll would be a loss
maybe to Memphis Statea reasonably close loss. But
a win there would be considered a tremendous win.
The games against Eastern
Kentucky, Georgia South·
em and Troy, a perennial
power in Division II, Liberty Samford-all the I-AA
teams we play certainly are
games we're going to have
to be mighty good. A loss to

2
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Experience and depth desc ..ibe UCF offense
Rudy Jones wins the quarterback competition and holds the key to the success for the 1990 Knight attack
.-:

position. The new battle is for number
two between junior Ron Johnson and
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
redshirt·freshman Travis Peeples.
"Quarterback is the only position on
When looking at UCFs offense for offense I have any concern about,"
1990, the main word that comes to McDowell said. "Rudy did lose the
mind is experience.
weight and has earned his way back
The Knights' starting lineup when into the starting role. Right now
they take their first snap Saturday will Johnson and Peeples are tied at numhave seven seniors and four juniors her two."
returning from a team that averaged
"Travis has made big improvements
25.6 points per game in the 1989 sea- during the off season, both physically
son.
and mentally," Kruczek said. "He's
Mike going to be a fine quarterback."
Offensive Coordinator
Kruczek said, "This is our year to get
The quarterback should have a talthings done because of our senior lead- ented group of receivers.
ership. We have a veteran starting of"At wide receiver, we are in the best
fensive line, and all of them have a lot shape we have ever been," McDowell
of game experience and have played said.
side by side for three years."
Sean Beckton who holds many UCF
Not only does the offensive line con- rec_eiving records, leads the group of
tain more experience, but some have receivers. Last season, he snagged 38
greater size. The starting line includes passes for 512 yards and averaged 13.5
four seniors and two juniors. The sen- yards per catch.Jefferson, a junior, will
iors are John Osborne at tight end, he the other starting wideout. His eligiCraig Marsden at center, Andrew bility was in doubt, but the problem
Bishop at strong guard and Tom Laip- was solved when he attended summer
ply at quick guard. The two juniors are school. Last season, he caught 31
Alex Goforth at strong tackle and Der- passes for 399 yards and four touchdowns.
rick Connor at quick tackle.
"Laipply at 265 [pounds] and
The backups are Mike Dickinson
Marsden at 255 are both the biggest and Ted Coltrain. As a freshman, Dickand strongest that they have ever inson snared 33 passes for 371 yards.
been," Headcoach Gene McDowell Coltrain, a senior and sometimes
said. "Derrick Connor at 265 has really starter last year, will back up Jefferson.
surprised me."
Should the quarterbacks have
The two other junior starters for
UCF include Rudy Jones at quarter- trouble throwing the football, the
back and Shawn Jefferson at wide re- Knights have a great supply of running
backs to hand the football.
ceiver.
During the early part of fall prac"In 1990 we plan to be running the
tices, it was uncertain who would he football more than last year," Kruczek
the starting quarterback. But after said. "We also want to have the flexibilgetting his weight down to a more acsee OFFENSE page F3
ceptable level, Jones has reclaimed the
by Jay Rutenkroger
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Linebackers hold key
to defense's success
Injuries causes problems on the defensive line
by em Dennes
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF defense was a unit of consistency last season, but for that to continue, questions along the defensive
line must be answered. The defense
must also adjust to its third defensive
coordinator in three years.
Senior Robert Lindsey, a four-year
starter, returns on the line. The
Knights have to look for replacements
Mike Grissom and Parnell
for
McCall-both were outstanding performers for the Knights last year.
Willie Britton was the heir apparent
at nose tackle to Grissom-now a student assistant. But Britton is out with
a knee injury and it is questionable if
he will return this year.
The position was thrown in further
disarray with the sudden departure of
highly- regarded freshman Chris Thompson and Robert Lee Connor's knee
injury. That leaves the position in the
hands of an untested freshman and a
former offensive lineman.
Defensive coordinator Don "Deek"
Pollard said he considers Lee
Wisniewski number one now, but that
could change any time. Joey Venice
moved from the offensive line to give
depth to the position. What he lacks in
experience he makes up for in strength.
He benches more than 600 pounds.
Clifford Cole has taken control at the
vacant defensive end position, but as a
redshirt freshman, he lacks experience. Also in line for action is Greg
Jefferson, a freshman from Bartow,
who has caught the attention of
McDowell with is play during practice.
The linebackers look to be the main-

stay of the defense. With the return of
seniors Bill Stewart, Eric Jones and
Larry Salazar, and junior Bobby Spitulski, the linebackers have a wealth of
experience to draw on.
Spitulski and Jones will start at the
outside linebacking positions. Jones
will take over for Kirk Wiley, who
transferred in the spring. Wiley was a
three-year starter.
Manning the outside posts are sophomore Rick Hamilton and Stewart.
Hamilton heat out Salazar for the
starting assignment. Salazar was the
leading tackler last year, but Hamilton
beat him out for the starting nod.
McDowell said the linebackers are
the strongest facet of this year's team.
At cornerback, seniors Ray Irvin and
Jimmie Roberts return as starters.
At safety, experienced depth poses a
problem. Redshirt freshman Shane
Law expected to start at free safety and
junior Eric Buckley at strong safety.
Law joins the starting lineup after
James Gore was injured. Law was
outplaying Gore during practice, but
Gore's absence decreases the depth.
Buckley led the secondary in both tackles (33) and interceptions (3) last year.
The defense seems to adjust well to
Pollard, who replaces Rusty Russell.
"Things are coming together," Stewart said. "The guys are starting to
learn their assignments."
McDowell said the defensive scheme
isn't that much different from last
years.
"We're still using almost all of the
techniques that we've been teaching
here from the beginning," McDowell
said. "I think that Coach Pollard just
teaches them better than most people
do."

t-ootball Preview August 28,

carry, will back up Giacone.
Cornelius Friendly and Patrick Stewart should also see
action carrying the football
during the season.
"Our biggest weakness is
our lack of depth on the offensive line, but we definitely
have quality starters,"
Kruczek said.
Flexibility, depth and experience are the strengths to
UCFs 1990 offense. It needs
someone to take charge at
quarterback, and quality reserves for the offensive line.
"Since I took over at UCF, I
feel that, in terms of talent and
experience, we are in the best
shape that we have ever been
in," McDowell said. "We've got
to play the best football that we
have ever played because we
play the toughest teams that
we have ever played,"
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ity to either run the football
down people's throats or throw
it all around if we need to. All of
our backs are very competent
and have great ability at carrying the football."
The fullbacks are senior
starter Perry Balasis and junior Montrel Greene. Other fullbacks who may see time are
sophomore Ron Thow, who has
impressed both McDowell and
Kruczek, and Jason Kotar, a
former defensive player.
At tailback the talentisjust
as deep. Senior Mark Giacone,
who led UCF with 410 rushing
yards, is the starter. Sophamore Willie English, and his
1989 average of 3.9 yards a
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ROADWAY Al\CKAGE SYSTEM

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

Roadway Package System is
accepting applications for parttirne loaders and Unloaders.
Excellent pay - '$7.00 per hour.
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.
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COUPON
~ Van Winkle Futons

~

1271 S. Semoran Blvd. (Lk. Howell Sq.) Casselberry

I
I
I

Student Pine Bo-Ling Sofa Bed $99

:

plus $20 off Futon Mattress w/coupon
Easy to move, comfortable, affordable
It makes a sofa/bed/ or lounge chair

I

~

Phone
297-3715
for more inforrnation
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

I
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Congratulates our 9{g.w P!etfges...

Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Stanley H. Kaplan Prep~
. We >ve produced more top scores on tests like the
l.SAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all other courses
combined. Which means if you 're not taking Kaplan
Prep~M you may need to take more than a #2 pencil
to the test.

Ii STANLEY H. KAPIAN
air Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances
3403 Technological Ave.
Tech Plaza
Orlando, Fl. 32817
(407) 273-7111
For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST
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DUFFY'S

The
"OLDEST and MOST PRESTIGIOUS
BUSINESS FRATERNITY"

We have Drive Thru Service

is NOW at U.C.F.

679-2448

AK \J'

10042 University Blvd.
One mile west of UCF on corner of Dean Rd.
(University Oaks)

I~---------------------------,
I
STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD
I
I
$1.88 SUB SPECTACULAR
I CHOOSE 1 GIANT
I
SUB & A LARGE SOFT DRINK FOR $1.88.tax
I
I
•American Cold Cut
·Meatball
I • Bologna and Cheese • B. L. T.
I • 3Type Cheese Combo ·Egg Salad
I
Good Thru 12130/90
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BROTHERHOOD

I BUY ANY SUB & A LARGE SOFT DRINK, AND GET ONE
I SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR

UNITY
EDUCATION

r---------------------------,
99¢
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: _(one coupon per visit)
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Good Thru 9/30/90

:

Come and See Us Outside CEBA II on
August 20-24 and August 27-31

I

Informational Meeting on August 23rd and 29th at
7:00 pm at the Student Center Rm. 211
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TO UCF OH SUHDAV

WALKERS YOUNG AHO OLD ARE ' INVITED TO JOIH
IN A SEPT, :2 STROLL THROUGH THE UCF

•'t

The Student Health Center staff wishes to take this opportunity
to welcome all of the returning new students to the University of
Central Florida.
The diverse staff at the Health Center is
anxious to provide you with a wide range of services designed to
meet the health needs of a college student.
Both quality
traditional medical care and important health education resources
are available.
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BRING THE FAMILY
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VOLKSSPORT
·t ' "WEEKEND
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CAMPUS HOSTED BY THE STUDENT WELLHESS
~DVOCATE

TEAM (SWAT>.
THE 6.2 MILE VOLKSMARCH, SPONSORED BY THE
MID-FLORIDA MILERS, BEGINS AHO ENDS AT LAKE(
CLAIRE AHO INCLUDES THE NATURE TRAJLS
\
THROUGH THE UCF ARBORETUM.
.•
THERE IS HO CHARGE, HO TIME LIMIT. YOU MAY
BEGIN AHYTIME BETWEEN 7AM AND 12 HOOH.
REFRESHMENTS i!c LUNCH PAOVJDED SY MARRIOTT
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THJS OR THE THREE-DAY EVEHT,

LABOR DAY WEEKEND
SEPTEMBER 1990
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Many changes have occurred at the Health Center over the past few
years,
not the least of which is the rapid increase in
utilization of services. The past school year saw over 30,000
patients pass through the Student Health Center, making it one of
the busiest facilities in the entire state of Florida. Needless
to say, the Health Fee paid by students to provide eligibility
for use of the Student Health Center and Health Resource Center
does not provide enough financial resource to eliminate all costs
of care for a student using the Health Center.
It is important for students to know that, while the doctor
visits and many other services are available at no charge, · there
are o~ten costs associated with use of the Health Center.
For
example , supplies and prescriptions are sold at a sharply
discounted rate compared to community pricing, and laboratory and
x-ray are available in a similar fashion.
There have been some radical changes in our laboratory, based on
the requirements
by the state that we become a licensed
laboratory. The requirement for licensure has come about because
of the rapid increase in utilization of our facility and the
numbers
of
physicians,
physician assistants,
and
nurse
practitioners practicing within our complex.
The cost of
implementing licensure of a laboratory like ours is extremely
high. Fortunately, we were able to negotiate an extension of our
current laboratory contract to include management and licensure
support services. This is not accomplished without an additional
cost.
This will impact the cost of care for students at the
Student Health Center inasmuch as student will be responsible for
paying for the cost of laboratory tests deemed necessary by their
medical care provider.
The price of various tests, x-rays and other services is
available by inquiry at the front desk.
Every effort will be
made to control the utilization of cost based services, but the
guiding principle shall cemain the commitment to provide the best
care possible for the individual student patient.
If you have
any questions regarding the Health Center, please feel free to
contact us by phone or come in for a visit.
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